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H Provides Honest and Ethical Leadership for Florida

H Respects and Protects Unborn Children 

H Supports Judges Who Strictly Apply the Law

H Protects Our Right to Worship Freely and Safely

H Defends Marriage and Protects Traditional Values

H Leads Efforts to Protect Florida’s Children

H Never Supported a Tax Increase
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Charlie Crist Supports Judges Who Strictly Apply 
the Law.

Charlie Crist believes judges should strictly apply the 

law and the Constitution, not modify it or expand upon it

based upon their personal agenda.

Crist supports conservative judges who apply the law as

written – not activist judges, who legislate from the bench.

Charlie Crist Supports Efforts to Display 
the Ten Commandments.

As Attorney General, Charlie Crist supported efforts 

to permit the display of the Ten Commandments in 

public buildings.

Charlie Crist has also Fought for the Right of Floridians 

to Worship Freely and Safely, by working to pass a 

new law that increases penalties for crimes committed 

in places of worship.

Defends Marriage and Protects Traditional Values.

Charlie Crist supports a constitutional amendment to

protect traditional marriage as the union between 

one man and one woman. And he opposes adoption by gay

couples.

As Attorney General, Crist successfully defended nine 

state and federal cases attacking traditional marriage.

Charlie Crist has been a leader in Protecting
Florida’s Children.

Charlie Crist also fought for the Jessica Lunsford Act, which

enables law enforcement to monitor the activities of sexual

offenders on probation. He has worked to teach parents and

kids how to avoid sexual predators who seek to harm them.

As Florida’s Attorney General, Crist worked to establish

Florida’s child predator unit – which has resulted in

numerous arrests and convictions.

Charlie Crist Stands
with Governor Bush.

Some scandal-plagued politicians

have put their personal agendas

before public service. Not Governor

Bush.

Florida has been blessed with honest

and ethical leadership. Charlie Crist

has served with integrity as Attorney

General, working side-by-side with

Governor Bush to provide

conservative leadership for Florida.

Florida Conservatives Need Charlie Crist.

Charlie Crist Has a Record of Respecting 
and Protecting Life.

As Florida’s Attorney General, Charlie Crist supported

efforts to defend legislation banning partial birth

abortion. A pro-life conservative, Charlie Crist defended

Florida’s Parental Notification Law in court, and it now

stands as law in our state.

Charlie Crist strongly supports policies that protect life,

and he believes that adoption must be promoted as an

alternative to abortion.


